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STD III
I Give one word answer
1 took care of ___________.
2 looking angrily at somebody _____
3 The whale's tail _____
4 moving smoothly ,without effort ______
5 huge _____
II Give the meanings
1swamp __________________ 2 terror ___________
3 skipped _______
4 peevishly ______
5 boughs ______
III Write the antonyms for the following
1 hard×
2 wise×
3 strange×
4 wet×
5 hide×
IV Fill in the blanks
1 Belinda,lived by the swamp ______________ years ago.
2 Bye , brave calf ! _______ shouted.
3 ________ sighed with relief.
4 The _______has paid us back.
5 Juan Bobo lived in _________.
V Frame sentences for the following
1

1 borrow
2 sheltered
3 protest
4 quarrelled
5 sighed
VI Match the following
1 Juan Bobo

1 Brontosaurus

2 Chatura

2 fisherman,s village

3 tree

3 whale calf

4 Telwatta

4 silly

5 brave

5 wise

6 Belinda

6 gulmohar

VII Quote from memory
Write the poem Blue whale

VIII Write true or false
1 Juan Bobo loved biryani.
2 Juan Bobo broke the pot.
3 The trees falling flowers and its shade covered half the track.
4 Chatura was a foolish minister.
5 Chatura was not able to read minds.
6 A wave swept away the sand castle.
7 The children were pouring water over the whale calf.
8 Brenda was the shortest of all.
9 Daisy wanted to play hide and seek.
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10 Terry liked to swim.
IX Explain with reference to the context
1I'm off ,' he said, and he began to race toward home.
a whom does " he" refer to?
b Why was he in a hurry to reach home?
C From which lesson is this line taken from
2 We tended it ,we watered it, It wanted more and more.
a From which lesson are these words taken
b We refers to whom?
C What did it want more and more?
3 Never mind,' said the king, glaring at his minister.
a What was the name of the minister?
b From which lesson are these words taken from
C Write the meaning of glaring.
4 Flip_flap_flip.They both heard a strange sound.
a What was the strange sound?
b Who heard the strange sound?
C Name the lesson.
5 But we must'nt go far from the swamp',.
a Why should they not go far from the swamp?
b Here 'We'refers to whom?
C Name the lesson
X Choose the correct answer
1 Juan Bobo went to his ___________( friend's house,shop,grandmother's house) to get the pot.
2 It sheltered us from ________ and_______. ( fire and snow,Sun and rain)
3 The carpenter was chipping off bits of ( stone, wood,diamond).
4 A _____ was trapped in the rocks. (Cow,dog, little whale calf
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5 Daisy wanted to play ______( cricket,running race, hide and seek)
XI Question and answer
1 Who was Chatura?
2 What value do you learn from the poem The tree'?
3 Why was Juan called as Juan Bobo?
4 'Bye brave calf! Why was the whale calf brave?
5 Name the three dinosaur sisters?
XII Complete the following
1 They knew it could be _______________________________ home.
2 But they never played________________________________.
3 The children fetched_______,____,______, and _______.
4 Nihinsa ran down the beach ____________________.
5 Chatura and the king rode into the nearby__________.
6 I cannot ______________,Sir_________.
7 Dad planted ____________.
8 It never spoke to us of course it___________.
9 One day JuanBobo's mother ________________________.
10 JuanBobo was happy that night as he ate___________.
XIII Puzzle
1 I am a dish of meat and vegetables cooked slowly in liquid ______________.
2 I am a red roofed tree__________.
3 I am a clever minister_________
4 I am brave________
5 I am the shortest of all _____.
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